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Introduction 
 

OPDC came into force on 1 April 2015 and has taken on all statutory planning powers across 
the OPDC area. As a local planning authority and in accordance with paragraph 193 of the 
National Planning Policy Framework, OPDC produced a draft validation checklist to set out the 
information required to support planning applications. The checklist comprises a list of planning 
documents and guidance to advise on the circumstances when they will be required. 
 
The consultation process 
 

Following a presentation to OPDC Planning Committee on 2nd September 2015, the draft 
validation checklist was subjected to a six week consultation period between 16th September 
and 28th October 2015. The document was made available on the OPDC website and key 
stakeholders were notified of the consultation exercise by email. Supporting text set out the 
purpose of the draft validation checklist and explained how interested parties could submit 
representations to OPDC. 
 
Purpose of this summary document 
 

Following the end of the consultation process on 28th October, the responses that have been 
received have been assessed by OPDC. This summary document sets out all of the issues raised 
in the representations and provides a response and conclusion to each point, within the context 
of government guidance which states that the validation checklist must be: 
 

 Reasonable, having regard in particular to the nature and scale of the proposed 
development; 

 About a matter that it is reasonable to think will be a material consideration in the 
determination of the application. 

 
Next steps 
 

The final validation checklist will be published alongside this summary document. Government 
guidance advises that the validation checklist should be reviewed every two years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Representations summary and OPDC response 
 

 Representation Response 

1. The validation checklist should include 
a Community Impact Assessment to 
accompany major applications. The 
document is required to objectively 
assess and address the need for 
contributions towards services such as 
debt advice, food banks, youth 
programmes and core support. This is 
required in terms of the need 
generated by a new population and 
placing strain on existing community 
services in the surrounding area. 

OPDC’s Local Plan will set the thresholds at 
which developments will be expected to 
contribute to community facilities which may 
comprise the provision of floorspace or a 
financial contribution towards new or existing 
services. This will be negotiated on a site-by-site 
basis. The need for community facilities arising 
from a development should be addressed in the 
Planning Statement, which is already included in 
the validation checklist. 
 
As part of the evidence base for OPDC’s Local 
Plan, the increased demand for school places, 
health and social care, places of worship and 
community facilities will be assessed and planned 
for. Planning applications that will result in an 
increased demand for these services will be 
expected to demonstrate how these needs will be 
met in a Planning Statement. 
 
As the Planning Statement will be expected 
to address the need for community and 
social services, it is not considered that a 
separate Community Impact Assessment is 
required. 

2. The national validation checklist 
identifies what information is required 
for different applications but the local 
validation checklist does not. The 
validation checklist should remain as 
two elements (national and local 
requirements) but the local list should 
also identify where the application 
documents will vary according to the 
type of application such as household, 
full, outline, listed building consent etc. 

The introduction to the validation checklist 
explains that it applies to full, outline, reserved 
matters and variation of condition applications 
for which OPDC will be the determining 
authority.  For other types of applications, and 
for applications likely to be delegated to the local 
borough for determination, applicants are 
directed to guidance published by the relevant 
borough council.   
 
The validation checklist is clear on this 
point so alterations are not required. 

3. The validation checklist should not be 
definitive and some flexibility should be 
allowed with respect to application 
documentation. For example, some 
documents could be incorporated into 
a Design and Access Statement rather 
than being provided as a standalone 
document. 

The validation checklist is a guidance document 
and cannot be expected to address the specific 
requirements of every planning application. 
OPDC will consider the individual circumstances 
of an application before determining whether or 
not it is valid.  
 
The validation checklist does not seek to 
prescribe the format of planning application 
documentation. Provided the location of required 
information is clear in a submission (such as a 
contents page), there would be no objection to 



combining submission documents. 
 
The majority of applications in the OPDC area 
will be subject to pre-application discussions 
during which the extent and format of planning 
application documentation can be agreed. 
 
The validation checklist will be applied 
flexibly where relevant. No alterations are 
required. 

4. The threshold for lighting assessments 
should be revised to ‘where proposals 
include significant external lighting’ so 
that supporting information 
demonstrates how new buildings will 
prevent light spillage and how street 
lighting will be directed downwards 
onto dark-shaded hardstanding.  

The need for a policy on light pollution will be 
considered through the OPDC Local Plan 
process. If such a policy is included, applicants 
will need to demonstrate how developments will 
comply with the policy. 
 
The planning policy position needs to be 
resolved before the threshold is amended in 
the validation checklist. If such a policy is 
included then the wording of the policy will 
inform the amount of information required 
to support a planning application and 
whether or not a lighting assessment is 
required. 

5. Planning applications should be 
accompanied by an analysis of what 
state the buildings will be in after, say, 
twenty years. Planning applications 
should set out where vehicles may drive 
over paved surfaces and lead to 
cracking, so that such problems can be 
designed out.  Similarly, only internal 
water overflows and downpipes should 
be allowed by OPDC to avoid white 
scaling on new buildings.  

Good design ensures that buildings and surface 
materials will be successful in the long term. 
Highway design and landscaping strategies can 
help to control vehicle servicing and parking 
arrangements. Estate management strategies can 
be negotiated and secured via legal agreement 
where appropriate. Conditions can be attached to 
planning permissions to ensure that developers 
must replace inadequate or damaged hard 
surfacing. 
 
All reasonable steps to secure the longevity 
of buildings and surface materials will be 
taken including restrictive conditions and 
legal agreements where appropriate. Design 
and Access Statement will address the use 
of materials so a separate document is not 
considered to be necessary. 

 


